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Radiative corrections to the cross section for the single scattering of bremsstrahlung by colliding e+e- (e-e-) beams 
are obtained in an experiment in which the total energy carried away by the photons in the direction of one of 
the initial particles is recorded, while the radiation in the direction of the motion of the other particle is not re
corded. The results can also be used to obtain the radiative corrections to bremsstrahlung produced by electrons 
scattered by nuclei. 

The double-bremsstrahlung cross section in the col
lision of electrons (electrons and positrons) of high en
ergy in a kinematic configuration in which the two pho
tons are emitted in directions close to the direction of 
motion of the one of the initial particles was calculated 
recentlyP). The differential cross section with respect 
to the photon frequencies, obtained in[l), can be used in 
colliding-beam experiments in which the two registered 
photons travel in the same direction. In addition, this 
cross section is essential for the calculation of the 
radiative corrections to the single bremsstrahlung 
cross section 

doC') /:;. ( 8 ) --=a.r.'-- 21+- [In(s'/:;'l-')-1), 
d/:;. i-/:;. 3 (1) 

1= (i-/:;.)'//:;., w=(i-/:;')E, s=·~', m.=1, 

in the presently employed colliding-beam experimental 
setup, in which one registers only the total energy Wl 

+ W2 = (1 - ~)E carried away by the photons in the direc
tion of motion of one of the initial particles (E is the 
electron energy in the c.m.s.), and the radiation and the 
direction of motion of the other particle is not regis
tered. 

The purpose of the present paper is to calculate the 
radiative correction to (1) of order 0/ for the brems
strahlung cross section, differentiated with respect to 
the total energy of the final photons, in the indicated 
formulation of the experiment. It is convenient to con
sider separately the case of emission of ''high'' energy 
(1 - ~)E ~ E, of the order of en-ergy of the initial elec
tron (with at least one of the photons remaining hard), 
and the case when the total energy of the photons is much 
less than the energy of the initial electron. A more rig
orous relation between these cases will be considered 
later on. When the fraction 1 - ~ of the initial-electron 
energy carried away by the photons is of the order of 
unity, the correction to the cross section (1) takes the 
form a 4 (In s)h (~). The main contribution to this cor
rection, which comes from the region of small momen
tum transfers from the electron Pl to the electron P2, 
is calculated by the Weitzsacker-Williams method. The 
corresponding correction to (1) is given in Sec. 1 
(formula (7)). In the second section we consider the 
case when the energy fraction carried away by the pho
tons is much less than unity, 1 - ~ « 1. The main con
tribution, ~a4/ (1 - ~), comes in this case from the re
gion of finite (~1) values of the momentum transfer and 
is calculated by the classical-current method[2). The 
result of this calculation is given by formula (12). 

The results are applicable for both e-e+ and e-e
collisions, inasmuch as in the former case the contribu
tion of the annihilation diagrams is negligibly small 
(~1/s), and in the latter case the contribution of the in-
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terference between the direct and exchange diagrams is . 
also small, so that we need consider only direct dia
grams and disregard identity. These results can also 
be used to determine the corrections to the bremsstrah
lung of a fast electron of energy E on a nucleus, for 
which it is necessary to replace in formulas (7)-(12) 
,ld by Z2a2r~ and S2 by E2 in the argument of the 
logarithm in (7). 

1. In the case when the fraction of the energy car
ried away by the photons is on the order of unity, the 
correction to the main cross section (1) can be ex
pressed in the form 

(~) = S aCll,~+da:.s.+da~irt. (2) 
d/:;. .,+ .... C'-A)" aCll, aCll, d/:;. d/:;. 

The first term in (2) is the cross section, integrated 
with respect to the frequency of one of the photons at a 
fixed photon energy, of the double bremsstrahlung in 
one direction[1) under the condition that Wl,2 > €E and 
€ « 1 

d'a a.',' S dCll,---=--'-(!ns,') 
Co.+.,)/E_'_A aCll, dCll, 210n 

/:;. { AS" atlnt x-- 1]-' --(321'+2061'+5701+1584) +~I]-'ln 1 (-321'-4161' 
i-/:;. '" 1-t 

-13101-1184) +~' (-161'-2811'-8101-460-2961-'-1921-') 
+~I] (1951'-5621+104-1921-') + In 1 (1951'-321) (3) 

n' (i-I:;.) 
+ 6(641'+2841'+2801) - 641'+781+456-1921-'-16In--e-

x[ 41'+501+46 + In 1(21'+281'+351)+ SI] (21'+241' + 8~ 1+23)]} , 

s=ln /:;., 1]=(1+/:;')/(1-/:;'), s,=s/:;.. 

The second term in (2) takes into account the emission 
of a hard photon that carries away an energy (1 - ~)E, 

accompanied by emission of a soft photon with frequency 
not exceeding €E. The third term of (2) is the contribu
tion of the interference of the Born amplitude of single 
bremsstrahlung (Fig. 1) and of the radiative correction 
to it. With logarithmic accuracy (~ln s), it recei ves a 
contribution from only the diagram of Fig. 2b. 

The last two terms of (2) were first calculated by 
Mork and Olsen[S) and the problem of the radiative cor
rection to the bremsstrahlung in collisions between a 
fast electron and a nucleus. However, in view of the 
large number of misprints and inaccuracies in the re
sults of[3), we had to recalculate anew the contribution 
made to the radiative correction by the emission of soft 
real and virtual quanta. As a result we have for the sum 
of the second and third terms of (2) 
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FIG. 2 

where F 1 and F 2 are functions of A: 

F,=a,+(a,+a"sH+(a,+a,D) 1]+ (a.+a,6+a• In l)ln 1 
+s1][a,+a"s+all ln 1+a"h(s/2)+4alOh(s)], 

F,=a,+a, ln 1+a!061]. 

The quantities ~, 1), Y, and s I were defined earlier 
(see (1) and (3)), 

(i-A)-I :II: 

D=- S In(1-t)~, h(x)=x-'S tcthtdt, 
_A(t_A)-1 0 

n' 59941 48916 
a, =(161'+5811'+7351)-- 321' +--1 +--, 

6 105 105 

(5) 

785, 1763 
a,=- 161'-2001-184, a,= - 161' - -4- 1 - -4-1-424-3961-', 

n' 
a,=105(1-6)6' a,=-3151'-1751+210, 

a.-- 9653 ",' + 102655 ",+28, 105 I 210 a,=-81'-1121'-1401, 

(6) 

315 ,+ 525 _ H333 ,+ 9443 + 6608 
a'=-4- 1 -4-1, a.- 1051 '210 1 ""105' 

a,,=321'-I-4261'+7521-80. 

The values given in£3] for aa, ag, and all are incorrect. 

Substituting (4) and (3) in (2), we obtain for the cor
rection to the distribution over the summary photon 
energy, in the case when the energy carried away by 
them is of the order of the initial-electron energy, 

." 
-- =--'-(Jns,')-- 1] --'-(161'+3331'+2761+290 ( do(" ) a'r' Ll { S dtln t 

dLl .. 105n 1-Ll a 1-t 

·S" diln t -1104(1+4)-')+ 1] --(-161'-1921'-3481-184) 
• 1+t 

+6' (81'+ 2!3 l' + 1~3 1 + 194+2481-'-961-' ) 

+S1] (-1613- 7~5 1'-3301-382+1104(1+4)-') Inl 

In the limiting case when the photons carry away 
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(7) 

practically the entire energy of the initial electrons, 
A - 0, we have from (7) 

do(') a'r ' ) 
----'-(lns,')(lnLl)', ~ ..... O. (7a 
d~ 2n 

If the electron loses practically no energy to photon 
emission, A-I, we have 

do(2) ~}r 2 ttl 
____ '_(lns')8-, ~ ..... 1. (7b) 
d~ n 6 

Integration of (7) with respect to A yields for the cor
rection to the total bremsstrahlung cross section 

I do(') atr • [n' 8129 It' 6719 ] f--dLl =--'-(lns') 1656-ln2-688s(3)---+-- . 
• d~ 105n 6 15 6 24 

(7c) 
2. If the energy fraction 1 - A carried away by the 

final photons, is much less than unity, it is necessary to 
take into account the contribution made to the radiative 
correction to (1) by the region of the finite (~1) values 
of the momentum transferred from the electron PI to 
the electron P2. The contribution of this region, 
~o.4/ (1 - A), becomes comparable with the contribution 
~0/4 (In S2) of the region of small momentum transfers 
(7b) at 1 - A ~ (In s~rl. The calculation is carried out 
by the classical-current method[2]. The cross section 
can be represented in the form 

( do(%) ) d'd" ( do' ) ( do' ) 
-- = ---dw.+ -- + -- . d~ S dw, dw, dLl virt d~ vaC 

(1II1+ loIl)/E_I_A 

(8) 

The first term in the right-hand side of (8) corre
sponds to emission of two real son quanta, whose sum
mary energy is (1 - A) E and is described by the 
Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 3a: 

d'oYV 8a'r ' - dx 1 
S dw,--=---'-S-Ill(x')-

dw.dw, n(1-~) x' 8n 
{wl+wa)/E-l-b. 0 

(l-.)B k'dk d ' , 
x S 0", ( p. P.) 

, '(k'+A.')·" -p:k- p,'k 

8a'r,' {( 7 5) 1-A - dx .} 
= n(1-Ll) gW)+t; In-A.-+ S 7 III (x')2cth26 S uthudu ; 

, , 
2x'+1 

III (x') = In[x+ (x'+1) "]-1 
x(x'+1)'" ' 

x'= (p,-p,')' 
4 

x 
th6= (x'+1)"" 

(9 ) 

The second term in the right-hand side of (8) de
scribes the contribution of the interference of the Born 
amplitude of Fig. 1 with the radiative correction to it, 
described by the diagrams 3b and 3c. Using the expres
sion for the renormalized vertex function (see, e.gYl 
formula (36.4.13)), we express this term of (8) in the 
form 

( do' ) 8a'r,' {( 7 5 ) ( 1 ) - =---- -s(3)+- In--1 
dLl virt n(1-Ll) 8 4 A. 

(10) 

S- dx [6th6 S· ]} + -;;- III (x') -2-+2 cth 26 u th udu . 
, , 

The third term in (8) is the interference of the Born 
amplitude of Fig. 1 with the radiative correction to it 

'---C:?-'- ILl' ,P, P" P, P, p, 
R L1 p' P Iv' IP' 1: l:' 1: 
iJ.-,,~, ,".'; ',",' 

FIG. 3 
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that accounts for the polarization of the vacuum (Fig. 
3d). Using the expression for the second-order polari
zation operator (see[4], formula (36.3.6)), we express it 
in the form 

(~) = Ba'ro' J·~<D(X2) [~ 
d6. vac n(1-6.) x' 9 

o 

1-2x' ] 368 a'ro' 
+~(1-ecthe) =81 n(1-6.) . 

(11) 

The contribution of the diagram of Fig. 3e, which 
takes into account the emission of a soft photon with 
energy WI = (1 - ~) E by the electron p I and of a photon 
of arbitrary hardness by the electron P2 (in a direction 
opposite to that of PI in the c.m.s.), integrated over all 
the frequencies W2, is completely cancelled out by the 
contribution of the interference of the Born amplitude of 
Fig. 1 with the radiative correction to it, Fig. 3f, which 
takes into account the correction to the vertex function 
of the electron P2. 

This fact is general and can be proved rigorously by 
means of arguments analogous to those given by us 
earlier[5], where it was used to obtain the relations be
tween the cross sections of different quantum-electro
dynamic processes and corrections to the Lamb shift. 
The validity of our statement can be easily verified if it 
is noted that the radiative correction to the electron 
scattering in the Coulomb field, after subtracting the 
radiative correction necessitated by the polarization of 
the vacuum ([4], formula (39.3.3)), differs in sign from 
the integrated (with respect to the frequency W I from 
~E to E) distribution over the photon frequencies and 
over the momentum transfer in the process of double 
bremsstrahlung in opposite directions, multiplied by 
[2adW 24>(X 2 )/1TW2rI ([2] formula (52)). 
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Summing the contributions (9) and (10), and then 
carrying out an elementary integration and taking (11) 
into account, we obtain ultimately the expression for 
the correction to (1) (in the case when the photons 
carry away low energies: 

( da('») = 8a'ro' {(2.6(3)+~)ln(1-6.)+~6(3)+~}. (12) 
d6. M n(1-6.) 8 4 16 81 

When the fields of the energy lost by the electron to 
radiation are of the order of unity, we should use 
formula (7) for the distribution with respect to the total 
energy carried away by the photons; if this fraction is 
small, 1 - ~ « (In S2 r ', it is necessary to use formula 
(12), and in the intermediate case 1 - ~ ~ (ln s2rI the 
correct expression is given by the sum (7) + (12). 

In conclusion, we thank V. N. Baler, E. A. Vinokurov, 
V. M. Katkov, and V. M. Strakhovenko for a stimulating 
influence and for useful discussions during different 
stages of this work. 
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